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Guard Patrol/Time Track/Fix Assets using Android NFC Phone 1st System In The World

9703NFC Guard Patrol/Time Track/Fix Assets System
A-GTS(Guard Tour System)Offline/AGS(Active Guard System)Online Service tracking/
guard patrol is the system using android mobile phone with NFC which launched in June
2012 , with GPS location we can prevent staff cheating time recording 100% comparing with
other system available in the market now which just recording time and location only. This
system can make online update database server at head office or in case house security
owner of the house can access data through website and check online the status of the patrol. No need to waste time bring device to download data through computer and process
for the report which is too late for any improvement for performance . In case use offline
we can replace the old system and send data through email or download from computer
but the difference is that the data has GPS Location for each record so it is impossible for
staff to cheat time and place.
B-Offline use for assets tracking reading device by using NFC sticker recording the code
and information of the assets with GPS location and send back by Email or download using
computer
C-Offline/Online for sales or service staff that work outside can record time with Gps comparing with the sales or service report preventing cheating from staff and can export to
Time Recording Software
D-Offline/Online for tracking time consumption for each department eg reparing car in color/engine/air condition department, how much time use for each department using WIFI
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Vdo http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhfasVYGFQ4

** 1St System In the World Check From Android https://play.google.com/

